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VHE Gamma Ray Sources:
not many but representing many source populations

                                                                               Extended Galactic Objects
     Shell Type SNRs
      Giant Molecular Clouds
     Star formation regions
      Pulsar Wind Nebulae

                                                                               Compact Galactic Sources
      Binary pulsar PRB 1259-63
      LS5039, LSI 61 303 ?
     Cyg X-1   (a  microquasar)
                                                                                 Galactic Center

                                                                                  Extragalactic objects
     M87, Cen A  -  a radiogalaxy
    TeV Blazars –  with redshift from 0.03 to 0.18
     NGC 253 and M82 - starburst galaxies

    GRBs (Fermi LAT;  photons of tens of GeVs at  z > 1)

   and a large number of yet  unidentified TeV sources …
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Potential Gamma Ray Sources

Major Scientific Topics

       G-CRs Relativistic Outflows  Compact  Objects Cosmology

 ISM  SNRsSFRs Pulsars  Binaries 

Galactic Sources
Extragalactic Sources

GRBs AGN GLX CLUST IGM

GMCs
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major  topical areas

 origin of galactic and exttragalactic cosmic rays

 physics and astrophysics of relativistic outflows (jets and winds)

  high energy processes at  extreme conditions  (e.g. close to BHs)

 cosmological issues - Dark Matter,  Large Scale Structures. Etc.
                                              …..



   the second key factor  responsible for the  great
                            success of  VHE gamma-ray astronomy

    effective acceleration of TeV/PeV particles on all astronomical scales
    coupled  with  favourable conditions for production of  gamma-rays

       all topics of  VHE gamma-ray astronomy are related, in one way or
        another,  to exploration of Nature’s perfectly designed machines

                    Extreme Particle Accelerators



  Extreme Particle Accelerators:  machines where particle acceleration
proceeds with efficiency close to 100%:TeVatrons, PeVatrons, EeVatrons

      efficiency ?

(i)   fraction of available energy converted to nonthermal particles

            in PWNe and perhaps also in SNRs,   can be as large as 50 %

(ii)   maximum (theoretically) possible energy achieved by individual particles

         acceleration rate close to the maximum (theoretically) possible rate

           sometimes efficiency can “exceed” 100% (!)  e.g. at CR acceleration in SNRs
            in Bohm diffusion regime with amplification of B-field by CRs (Emax= ~ B (v/c)2 )
             this effect provides the extension of the spectrum of Galactic CRs to at least 1 PeV

           “> 100% efficiency”  because of  nonlinear effects:
    acceleration of  particles creates  better conditions  for their further acceleration



Knee

AnkleAnkle

T. Gaisser

SNRs ?

 up to 1015-16  (knee) -     Galactic

     SNRs:  Emax ~  vshock Z x B x Rshock

    for a “standard” SNR: Ep,max ~  100 TeV
    solution?  amplification of B-field by CRs

 1016 eV  to 1018 eV:

      a few special sources? Reacceleration?

  above 1018 eV (ankle)  - Extragalactic

     1020 eV  particles? : two options
      “top-down” (non- acceleration) origin or
                 Extreme Accelerators

Cosmic Rays from 109 to 1020 eV



Particles in CRs with energy 1020 eV

      the very fact of existence of such particles implies  existence of
                         extragalactic extreme accelerators…

    the  “Hillas condition” -  l > RL - an necessary but not sufficient condition…

(i)  maximum acceleration rate allowed by classical electrodynamics
      t-1=ηqBc  or  c/RL  with η ~ 1 and  ~ (v/c)2 in shock acceleration scenarios)

(ii) B-field cannot be arbitrarily increased - the synchrotron and curvature radiation losses
become a serious limiting factor, unless we assume

      perfect linear accelerators …

           only a few options  survive from the original Hillas (“l-B”) plot:
           >109 Mo BH magnetospheres, small and large-scale  AGN jets, GRBs



Hillas Diagram

Non-relativistic DSA:

tesc=L2/2D(E);  D(E)=ηRgc/3; 
η >1;  η=1 Bohm diffusion

tacc=k(rL/c) (c/v)2 ;  
k~10, Rg=E/eB

E max ~ 1021 η-1/2 (v/c) Rpc BG eV

shocks in Clusters of Galaxies: v/c ~ 0.01, so protons cannot be accelerated
beyond  ~1019eV; acceleration takes place in compact objects - AGNs,GRBs?

tacc=tesc =>



acceleration sites of 1020 eV  CRs ? FA, Belyanin, Derishev 2002, Phys Rev D, 66,  id. 023005

confinement

confinement

energy losses

energy losses

             signatures of extreme accelerators?

  synchrotron self-regulated cutoff:

   neutrinos (through “converter” mechanism)
production of neutrons (through pγ interactions)
which travel  without losses and at large distan-
ces convert again to protons => Γ2 energy gain !
        Derishev, FA et al. 2003, Phys Rev D 68  043003

  observable off-axis radiation
   radiation pattern can be much broader than 1/Γ
      Derishev, FA et al. 2007, ApJ, 655, 980

*)  in nonrelativistic shocks



     many reported  TeV  gamma-ray sources require not only extreme
     particle  accelerators  but  also effective production of gamma-rays

                          effective gamma-ray production?
cooling  time of  the given gamma-ray production  process  is shorter than

(1)  timescales  of radiative and non-radiative  (e.g. adiabatic) losses
(2) intrinsic dynamical (source age, acceleration time, particle escape time)

Note: high efficiency is an important but not sufficient/decisive condition for
a gamma-ray sources to be detected. The detectability depends  also on

  power and distance to the source   ( ~ W/d2)
  beaming factor, e.g. Doppler boosting ( ~ δ4)
 Sensitivity of the instrument in the given energy domian

gamma-ray production efficiency



     a few examples of inefficient, not-very-efficient, and
      very efficient gamma-ray production mechanisms



inefficient!

at first glance quite attractive  (“why should I invoke multi-TeV  electrons to
produce X-rays when can I use keV electrons to produce keV X photons?”) in
fact only  less than 10-5 fraction of  the kinetic energy of electrons (protons)
is released in X-rays;  99.99…% goes to the ionization and heating of the gas

             Le >105 LX =1037(fX/10-12 erg/s) (d/1kpc)2 erg/s

the same is true for gamma-ray line emission due to excitation  of nuclei by
sub-relativistic protons -  both mechanisms “work”   during  Solar flares,
otherwise it typically  leads to unreasonably high requirements for production
rate of sub-relativistic electrons - this makes the extremely interesting issues
like detection of gamma-ray lines, in particular from ISM, SNRs, GMCs, etc
(information about the sub-relativistic CRs !) observationally very difficult

Nonthermal X-ray Bremsstrahlung

we are unlucky with prompt gamma-ray line astronomy!



    no competing dissipation mechanisms - in  “calorimetric scenarios”:  Lγ~Lp/3
    but the process  itself is not very fast/relatively slow: tπ~1015 (n/1cm-3)-1 s
    usually the source age or particle escape is a big issue !

SNRs:    typical density: n~1cm-3, magnetic field  B~100µG, size R~3 pc assuming
               Bohm diffusion, D(E)=rLc/3=1025(Ep/10TeV)-1  cm2/s,  escape time of
               protons which produce 1 TeV gamma-rays:  tesc~R2/D  ~ 1013 s ~0.01tπ  

GMCs:    typical densities n >100cm-3, size R > 10pc,  although  >1000  times  faster
                 diffusion diffusion: tesc ~ 1011 s ~0.01tπ    => the same ~1% effcinecy

Galaxy      densities n~10-3 s, size R>1Mpc - full confinement!
Clusters:    tπ< 1018 (n/1cm-3)-1 s - comparable to the  age (Hubble time) !

γBinaries: protons accelerated by the compact object and interacting with the dense
                    stellar disk of companion:  n~1013 cm-3 ; the cooling time could be shorter
                    than escape time => potentially  effective production of gamma-rays and νs

not very efficient

higher efficiencies  at MeV/GeV energies because of problem of confinement

pp -> π0 -> 2γ



    the mechanism was recently “re-discovered”  in the context of explanation
    of the first TeV (HEGRA) unidentified gamma-ray source TeV J2032+4130
    (Cyg OB2) and  for the HESS J1023-575 (stellar accosiation Westerlund 2)
     with a “big noise” (press release) about the possible solution of Cosmic Rays

background ?   perhaps the high density of O/UV photons in these regions
                         or  more likely to say something new and exciting

simple estimate for the cooling time :  t =1/σΑγfcnph        (A = A’)

cross section:  σAγ ~ A mb;    inelasticity: f ~MeV(EA/mpc2)/EA ~10-3/A

thus  fσAγ∼10-30 cm2   for nuclei  EA > (Ampc2/ε)Ebind  ~ 1015A(ε/10eV)-1 eV

        the characteristic cooling time:  t ~ 1012(nph/1cm-3)-1 yr !
2.7 MBR: ε=10-3 eV,  nph~400 ph/cm3 => t~2.5 x109 yr by Fe ions E>5x1020 eV

while in the Universe a significant fraction of highest energy nuclei is released in
γ-rays, in  astronomical sources  efficiency of the process is negligibly small

very inefficientAγ -> A’* -> A’ +γ



TeV J2032+4130  (Cyg OB2): d=1.7kpc, R~3pc;  LTeV~1033 erg/s   (HEGRA, …)

adopt  a few very extreme (almost unrealistic) parameters/assumptions:

Lstars ~1041 erg/s with  ε~10eV, B=100µG, most effective confinement (Bohm diffusion!)

nph=Lstars/4πR2cε ~ 200 ph/cm3   =>   tcool~5x109 yr  E> 5x1016 eV  (Fe)

total energy in ultrarelativistic ions:    Wi =LTeV tcool ~ 1.5x1050 erg

if you are brave and  accept this number, then let’s estimate the acceleration power in ions:

Diffusion coefficient: D(E)=rLc/3=3x1028(E/1017eV) (B/100µG)-1 cm2/s,

and escape time                    Tesc=R2/2D ~500 (E/1017eV)-1(B/100µG)  yr!

efficiency => 10-7   to explain TeV source of 1033erg/s one needs 1040  erg/s in ions!

                                                                         no comments …

some simple estimates



do  one really needs CTA
to check this idea?

sure, after 1000 yr  one may get 
first 3σ excess provided that γ=ν



especially in extreme particle accelerators where acceleration proceeds at the maximum
(theoretically possible) rate and the further acceleration is limited by synchrotron losses

                                              =>     self regulated cutoff

           proton-synchrotron is effective in compact objects with large B-fields  (when tcoo< R/c)

very efficientSynchrotron radiation

tsynch=4.5x104(B/100G) -2 (E/1019 eV)-1 s

tacc=1.1x104 (E/1019) (B/100G) -1 s

Emax ~ B-1/2, but hνcut - independent of B

t(hνcut)=2.4x104 (B/100G)-3/2 η 1/2 s    < R/c

B> 100(R/1015cm)-2/3 η 1/3 G



              do we have evidence for signatures of extreme accelerators?

electron synchrotron - most likely in the spectrum of the Crab Nebulae
protons synchrotron  - in some blazers, GRBs ?

factors reducing the maximum energies of the synchrotron cutoff?
 radiative  losses  in the case of electrons-synchrotron  (e.g. in binaries)
 not sufficiently strong  B-fields in the case of proton-synchrotron (in extended sources)

electron synchrotron  efficiency could be close 100%  even in non-extreme accelerators
although the radiation at lower (typically X-ray) energies, e.g.  in young SNRs

very efficientSynchrotron radiation



    compact objects - binaries, AGN…     -
             very effective with some exceptions

   PWNe  with very small B-field:   LIC=Le(w2.7K/wB)=Le(B/3mG)-1 ~ Le
       if B <3mG;  thanks to very effective (relativistic shock?)  acceleration
       electrons still can be accelerated to 100 TeV or beyond

  Clusters of Galaxies  - despite small B-field (~ 1µG) and limited shock
      speed   (~ 2000 km/s), thanks to the large size and age of these cosmological

structures, protons can be accelerated to 1018-1019 eV, produce secondary
(Bethe-Heilter) pairs at interactions with 2.7K CMBR, and the secondary
electrons can produce effective IC  gamma-rays upscattering 2.7K CMBR

 many other realizations….

                  often is accompanied with  photon-photon pair-production

very efficientIC: eγ -> e+γ'



calculations of gamma-ray energy spectra and fluxes

one needs two functions:
                       differential cross-section
                       energy distribution of parent particles



Differential cross section:

Integral  cross section:

Particle Distribution:



Cross-sections, mean free paths, cooling times

           cross-section      <==>   probability of interaction

   σ0(E),  σ(E,E’)  [cm2]                           ρ = d n σ

f - coefficient of inelasticity:    f=(Ei-Ef)/Ei

mean free path:                         Λ=1/(σ n)     [cm]

cooling time:                                tcool=1/(fσnc)   [s]

Advice:  go for comprehensive  (numerical) studies only after you are
    convinced that you deal with a reasonably effective mechanism,  i.e
    compare the cooling time with other relevant times -  age of the
    source, adiabatic losses, confinement time of particles, etc…



general  kinetic  equation  that  describes  the evolution of particle distribution
f(E,r,t) including the diffusion, convection, energy losses and the acceleration terms
(e.g. Ginzburg & Sirovatskii 1964),

in many cases the acceleration and radiation production regions are separated, then

where

steady-state solution



this can be done, in many cases with a surprisingly  good accuracy,
using cooling times (for energy fluxes)
                                     Fγ = Wp(e)/4πd2tcool

and  δ-functional approximation (for energy spectra) using the relation

                      <Eγ>=f(Ep(e))
but be careful with  δ-functional approximations …
                                                             this may lead to quite wrong results

quick estimates of γ-ray fluxes and spectra



two examples

often for particle (electron or proton) spectrum is assumed a convenient
power-law with exponential cutoff spectrum, in a  general form:

                             dN/dE=KE−α  exp[-(E/E0)β]

the cutoff region  - more important than  any other energy region  - can
be  derived from the spectrum of radiation, e.g.

  synchrotron radiation:   ε-(α+1)/2 exp[-(ε/ε0)
β’]

       δ-functional approximation:  β’ =β/2  (ε ~ E2),  precise β’ =β/(β+2)

       β=1 => β’=1/3  but not 1/2;      β=2 => β’=1/2  but not 1/4

  p+p -> π0 -> γ:    ε-α' exp[-(ε/ε0)
β’]

       δ-functional approximation:  α’ =α,   β'=β  (ε ~ 1/10E)

                                   precise  α' ∼ α  (+Δα ∼ 0.1),    β’  ∼ 0.5β  but not β'=β 



strong support for acceleration  in Bohm diffusion
regime (η ~ 1) - from  postion of synchrotron cutoff
given that the shock speed v <  4000 km/s (Chandra)

 hν0=0.55 keV

energy spectrum of synchrotron radiation of electrons in the 
framework of DSA  (Zirakashvili&FA 07) 

Uciyama et al. 2008

Tanaka et al. 2008

1. electron spectrum derived from Suzaku data

2. DSA prediction
3. “standard E-3 exp(-E/E0) type elec. spectrum

two errors combined - (i) exponential cutoff in
the spectrum of accelerated electrons and (ii) δ-
functional approximation for synch.  radiation
compensate each other and give (accidentally!)
relatively correct behavior  in the cutoff region

SNR RXJ1713.7-3946



pp −>  πo ->  γ 
protons:
dN/dE=K E−α  exp[-(E/Ecut)β]
γ-rays:
dN/dE  ~ E−Γ  exp[-(E/E0)βγ]
Γ=α+Δα, Δα~0.1, βγ ∼ β/2,  E0 ~ Ecut/20

Wp(>1 TeV) = 0.5x1050 (n/1cm-3)-1 (d/1kpc) erg2

Exponential cutoff in the proton spectrum favors Bohm type (~E) diffusion !

SNR RXJ1713.7-3946



distributions of charged parent particles

                            three  different approaches:
(i) assume a production mechanism and then adopt a particle (electron or

proton)  energy spectrum, dN/dE,  to fit the data
                         should be treated  as no more than a  fit

(ii) assume an injection spectrum of particles, Q(E), calculate the particle
spectrum, dN/dE,  at given time for given radiative (e.g. synchrotron IC,
photomeson, etc.), and non-radiative (e.g. adiabatic, escape) losses, and

             see weather can you explain  the gamma-ray (radio , X-ray) data
     works if the particle acceleration and γ-ray production regions are separated

(iii) assume  an acceleration process (e.g. diffusive shock acceleration,
turbulent acceleration, etc.),  derive and solve the relevant equation(s),
obtain the particle spectrum, dN/dE, and see  weather can you explain

            the gamma-ray (radio, X-ray, …)  data
                  in many cases the only correct approach to follow



in the Bohm diffusion regime;  losses dominated by synchrotron radiation

E0  almost coincides with the value derived from tacc = t synch 
       the spectrum of synchrotron radiation at the shock front

Synchrotron cutoff energy approximately 10 times  hν0 !

(*)    it is very different from the  the “standard” assumption  E−α exp[-E/E0]   

V.Zirakashvili, FA 2007 

an example: diffusive shock acceleration of electrons

(*)



 electron energy distributions and and synch.  and IC radiation  spectra

δ-functional approx.

upstream

electrons

synch. rad.

downstream

upstream

downstream

e

Sy IC on 2.7 MBR

upstream

σ=4, B1= B2

Thompson!

shock front



energy distibutions of particles

     acceleration (injection) spectrum of particles; generally power-law with
                              high-energy cutoff determined by the condition
       “acceleration rate=energy loss rate”  or  tacc=tcool

   later (in the gamma-ray production region) the particle energy spectrum
   is changed  due to energy losses:

     the steady state solutions for power-law injection

(e.g. bremsstrahlung, pp, adiabatic) - no spectral change

(e.g. synchrotron, IC (Tompson)) - steeper  

(e.g. ionozation)  -harder 

(e.g. IC Klein-Nishina)  - much harder 



bremsstrahlung and pair-production*:   total cross-sections

αf =1/137 - fine structure constant

 re=2.82 10-13 cm - electron classical radius 

  e e       e e γ

γ  e      e e e

* “Bethe-Heitler processes”

at E>> mec2   “e=γ” 



Pair-production

Bremsstrahlung

Differential cross-sections of B-H processes



Bethe-Heitler processes

two processes together effectively support E-M cascades in cold matter

while pair-production in matter is not very important in astrophysics,
     bremsstrahlung is very important especially at intermediate energies

Differential cross-sections normalized to 4αre
2



some  basic features of bremsstrahlung

cooling time:

spectrum of γ-rays from a single electron:   1/Eγ  

power-law distribution of electrons:

γ-ray spectrum: repeats the shape of electrons! 

electron injection spectruman example: interstellar medium:

(1) at low energies α=α0-1 because losses are dominated by ionization

(2) at intermediate energies α=α0 because losses are dominated Bremsstrahung

(3) at very high energies α=α0+1 because losses are dominated Synch./IC

(4) at very low (keV) energies - only <10-5     (because of ionization losses)



annihilation of electron-positron pairs

astrophysical significance of this process - formation of mec2=0.511MeV
line gamma-ray emission at annihilation of thermalized  positrons

however if positrons are produced with relativistic energies, a significant
fraction  - 10 to 20 % of positrons annihilate in flight before they cool
down to the temperature of the thermal background gas (plasma)

power-law spectrum of positrons  E+
−Γ   => 

total cross-section: 

cooling time:

for positrons energies                               annihilation dominates
                                                          over bremsstrahlumg



pp -> π0 -> γγ  - a major gamma-ray
                           production mechanism s

relativistic protons and nuclei produce  high energy in inelastic collisions
with ambient gas due to the production and decay of secondary particles
                       pions, kaons  and hyperons
    neutral π0-mesons provide the  main channel of gamma-ray production

• production threshold

• the mean lifetime of π0-mesons

• three types of pions are produced with comparable probabilities

• spectral form of pions is generally determined by number of a few (one or
two) leading particles (carrying  significant fraction of the nucleon energy)

• cooling (radiation) time:    tpp ~1015 (n/1cm-3)-1 s



the π0-deacy bump at mπc2/2 = 67.5 MeV (in diff. spectrum)

αp=2.5

αp=2.7

αp=2

in the νFν  presentation (SED) the peak is moved to 1 GeV



 energy spectra of  π- and ν mesons at proton-proton interactions
histograms – SIBYLL code, solid lines – analitical parametrization   



 energy distributions of stable
  decay-producs – γ,  νe, νµ

Π0   

 decay modes:  πο        γ γ,   π+/-        µ+/−  νµ ,      µ+/−       e+/- νe νµ

    lepton/photon ratios for power-law
    energy distributions of p-mesons 



analytical presentations of energy spectra of  γ,  e,  νµ

Kelner et al. 2006



energy spectra of secondary gamma-rays, electrons and neutrinois 



   total inelastic pp cross-section      and       production rates  of g and nm  for
                                                                   power-law spectrum of protons

                                                                                nHwp=1erg/cm6



interactions with photon fields
 photon-photon pair production and Compton scattering

two processes are tightly coupled - both have large cross-
sections and work effectively everywhere in the Universe from
compact objects like pulsars, Black Holes and Active Galactic
Nuclei to large scale structures  as clusters of galaxies

IC - production process - no energy threshold
PP - absorption process: threshold: Eγ1Eγ1 >m2c4(1-cosφ)-1

in radiation-dominated environments both processes work together
supporting the transport of high energy radiation via electromagnetic
                          Klein-Nishin Cascades



integral cross-sections

maximum cross-section of
pair-production  at  κ0 ~4

or  Eγ~1(ε/1eV)-1 TeV

MeV <=>MeV 

GeV  <=> X

TeV  <=> O 

PeV  <=> mm

EeV  <=> R



differential cross-sections



for electron spectrum
IC spectrum in nonrelativisticalistic (Thompson) limit

IC γ-ray spectrum in relativistic (Klein-Nishina) limit

energy loss time:

energy spectra and  cooling times

cooling time:



                 if IC losses dominate over synchrotron losses
K-N effect  makes electron spectrum harder (α => α-1)
                but gamma-ray spectrum steeper  (α-1+1 -> α)

 for IC γ-rays it  operates twice in opposite ways => hard γ-ray spectrum
  for Synchrotron it works only once => very hard synchrotron spectrum

            if synchrotron losses dominate over IC losses
Synch losses   make electron spectrum steeper (α => α+1)
K-N effect  makes gamma-ray spectrum steeper  (α+1+1 -> α+2)

                   => very steep  γ-ray spectrum: Γ= α+2
                                  => standard synchrotron spectrum: Γ= 1+α/2

some interesting features related to  Klein-Nishina effect



Anisotropic Inverse Compton

energy spectrum of upscattered photons at an angle  in respect to the  direction of
a beam of monoenergetic photons penetrating through relativistic electron plasma

can be used in astrophysical scenarios when we deal with anisotropic target photon  fields

Aharonian&Atoyan 1981



a quite important factor which cannot be ignored

Khangulyan et al, 2008

there is a little doubt that this effect plays an important role in binary systems



interactions of protons with radiation

photomeson processes: pγ => N +np
Eth=mπc2 (1+mπ/2mp)=145 MeV

pair production: p γ => e+e-

threshold: 2mec2=1 MeV 

plus



distributions of photons and leptons: E=1020 eV



distributions of photons and leptons: E=1021eV



Energy losses of EHE CRs in 2.7 K CMBR due to
pair production and photomeson processes

1 - pair production, 2 - photomeson
a - interaction rate, b- inelasticitylifetime of protons in IGM



electrons



production of electrons in IGM

  spectrum of protons:  power-law with an exponential cutoff 
with power-law index a=2 and cutoff Ecut=kE*; E*=3 1020 eV



gamma-radiation spectra of secondary electrons

E*=3 1020 eV



many important results of synchrotron theory are obtained within
the  framework of classical electrodynamics, i.e.

                                               or

where                                          - critical magnetic field

Classical regime:  energy of  synch. photons << energy of electrons
Quantum regime:  energy of synch photon is close to electron energy
                       and gamma-rays start effectively interact with B-
                       field  and produce electron-positron pairs

probabilities of both processes depend on a single parameter
two are tightly coupled and lead to effective pair-cascade development

interactions with magnetic  field
 photon-photon pair production and Compton scattering



synchrotron radiation and pair-production in quantum regime

analog of κ0 and s0 parameters for
IC and γγ processes in the photon field

           prob. of synch.rad. - constant
                 prob of γB:

prob. of γB:     maximum

prob. of both:

with synch a factor of 3 higher



differential spectra of secondary products produced in
magnetic field

at curves are shown values of χ0 parameter



cascades

      in optically thick for photons environments (L << R) the resulting radiation
      is formed through the development of E-M cascades supported mainly by

 Bether-Heitler pair production and Bremsstrahlung  in Matter
 Photon-photon pair production and Inverse Compton in Photon Fields
 Pair production and  Synchrotron Radiation in  Magnetic Fields

      at certain conditions the cascades can be realized in “pure” forms:

 electromagnetic cascades initiated by γ-rays in the Earth’s  atmosphere (matter),
 in the intergalactic medium  initiated by absorption of TeV γ-rays (photon field)
 in pulsar magnetospheres initiated by synchrotron radiation of electrons (B-field)



“pure”  cascades

                  Photon-field               Magnetic field

cascade is initiated in BB photon field
by  a primary gamma-ray with κ0=103

cascade is initiated in B=1011G 
by a photon of energy ε0=1013 eV



Cascade in photon and B-field

Gamma-ray spectra escaping the source with a size (in cm) indicated
at curves. Gamma-rays are formed during development of E-M cascade
initiated by a primary gamma-ray photon of energy 1020eV in BB-field
 of temperature kT=0.3 eV and magnetic field of strength B=100 G.

FA&Plyasheshnikov 2003


